POPULATION  IN  PREHISTORIC   TIMES
more than a hundred thousand years; for we can watch the gradual
improvement of the implements and ornaments from the most
ancient deposits down to the most recent, and, slow as progress
was during those ages, such marked differences are to be found
that it is possible to divide the Age of chipped Stone into at least
half a dozen periods, each of which is connected with the name of
a prehistoric site in France - Saint-Acheul, Chelles, Aurignac,
Solutre^ La Madeleine, Le Mas-d'Azil. The latest of these periods,
dating back from fifteen thousand to twenty thousand years, are
remarkable for their carvings, drawings, and paintings of animals,
which are surprisingly lifelike.
Up to the present time no transitional stage has been discovered
between the implements of the palaeolithic age, or Age of chipped
Stone, and the neolithic, or Age of polished Stone; these two classes
correspond to two fundamentally different modes of life, which
suggests that two different races occupied the soil of France one
after the other.
The Age of polished Stone is known to us mainly from the finds
made, on the one hand, in tombs scattered over the whole of
France and, on the other hand, on the shores of certain Swiss
lakes in times of drought. The men of the neolithic age can be
distinguished from those of the palaeolothic age not only by the
material of which their instruments are made, but also by the
essential conditions of their lives. They no longer lived by hunting
or fishing, but cultivated cereals: rye, barley, millet, and wheat,
which they were able to turn into flour, for they possessed mortars
for pounding grain; and it is most probable that they lived upon
pottage or unleavened cakes. They had all the domestic animals
the possession of which has remained to the present day one of the
essential characteristics of life among the civilized peoples of
Europe; the sheep, cow, goat, pig, horse and dog. These plants
and animals were not to be found on the soil of France before the
neolithic period; and since they had their origin in eastern Asia,
it seems certain that they were introduced into France by peoples
coming from Asia.
These peoples knew how to spin wool and linen and weave
them into stuffs which they used for making their clothes; and
they knew how to make ropes and nets.   They made vessels of
rough pottery, turned by hand and fired in ovens. No traces of
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